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ABSTRACT

Government agencies in some district is a set of various agencies that have their each functions that are related to each other. Lots of accountability report produced in some reign of region of one year and the Regent should be able to read the accountability report so it can be used as a reference for make decisions.

But with many of accountability report can produced from each department and there was no integrated information technology in every department to facilitate the Regent to read that report, it is necessary take a long time to read the entire report and make right decision to. Therefore it is needed a software that can provide a collection of information required by the Regent so that would be helpful to make decisions quickly without read whole of the accountability report.

In this final project will be develop Web Application Executive Information on XYZ District Goverment and it will be developed using Extreme Programming method. This method can support iterative and incremental development pattern so that development process can do better suit as your needs and it can accommodate any feedback of changing from stakeholder within this Web Application Executive Information on XYZ District Goverment
The result of this final project is the design of application based on ReadySET Standard and Web Application Executive Information on XYZ District Government itself. So hopefully with this application can help the executives on XYZ District Government in making decision quickly and accurately without reading the accountability report.
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